Seashell has been applied as an indicator for ocean research and element analysis of the seashell is used to track biological or environmental evolution. In this work, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) was applied for elementary analysis of an ezo scallop-shell, and a graphite enrichment method was used as the assistance. It was found that LIBS signal intensity of Ca fluctuated less than 5%, in spite of the sampling positions, and Sr/Ca was related to the shell growth. A similar variation was also found when using a direct LIBS analysis on the shell surface, and it might be more practicable to track shell growth by investigating Sr/Ca ratio with Sr ionic line at 421.6 nm. The obtained results prove that calcium (Ca) is qualified as an internal reference for shell analysis, and LIBS is a potential analytical method for seashell study.
Introduction
As a shellfish grows, its seashell gradually develops along with it, and its shell composition or structure varies as the habitat changes [1] . Thus, seashells are a natural history recorder that can be used to track environmental events such as climate change [2] , ocean acidification [3] , sea pollution [4] etc. Besides isotope analysis, element investigation has been the main way of tracking investigation [1, 5] . Currently, the ratio of Mg/Ca has been found to be correlated to the sea surface temperature [6, 7] , Ba/Ca could be used to reflect the primary productivity of the ocean area [8, 9] , and the Sr/Ca ratio has been widely applied as the season or age index of shell growth development [10] [11] [12] [13] . Several techniques have been utilized in analyzing the element ratio of shell, such as ICP-MS [12, 13] , EPMA [12, 13] , SEM-EDS [12] and SIMS [14] . However, buffer gas, vacuum condition, or necessary sample treatment is needed when using these techniques. These requirements greatly restrict the sample size and the batch measurement [15] . Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is an analytical technique with unique advantages, including the capability for rapid, in situ, multi-element analysis of any kind of sample with no sample preparation [15, 16] , and it has been applied for identifying the marine sediments [17, 18] , classifying minerals [19] , rock, and soil [20] . Recently, this method is beginning to be used in seashell studies: Akpovo [21] applied LIBS for the regional discrimination of oysters; Vitkova [22] analyzed shells by LIBS to establish a database for the in situ identification; Lu [23] reported the LIBS mapping of element distribution on the shell. However, shell quantitative analysis remains as an unexploited field since the matrix effect is evident from point to point on the shell surface. The internal element reference is a common method to reduce the matrix effect in LIBS quantitation [24] , while the element selection is critical step. In this work, calcium, the main element in seashell, was examined as the internal reference for shell LIBS investigation with an assistant approach called 'graphite enrichment'. Based on this, the applicability of calcium internal reference was evaluated by a preliminary study of shell growth via tracking Sr/Ca. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the LIBS setup used for the seashell sample analysis with a graphite substrate. As shown in figure 1 , a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Quantel, Brilliant) working at fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm was utilized as the excitation, and a pulse energy of 55 mJ was delivered for the LIBS measurement with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser beam was perpendicularly focused onto a graphite substrate to generate plasma via a lens with a focal length of 50.8 mm, and the substrate was slowly rotated by a motor to average the focusing difference during the measurement. The ensuing plasma emission was collected by a 38.1 mm focal length lens, and then coupled into a delivery optical fiber using another lens of the same focal length. The LIBS spectra was taken using an echelle spectrometer equipped by ICCD (Andor, Mechelle 5000), which enabled the detection to cover the wavelength ranging from 220 to 850 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. Time-resolved measurement was achieved via the synchronization of laser Q-switch triggering ICCD.
Experimental setup
An ezo scallop shell was used for LIBS analysis with a size of 128.2 mm×122.7 mm (figure 2), and two growth periods seperated by an annual ring were shown on the shell surface. Imitating mass spectroscopy, we drilled half the shell at different positions for the sampling, and the drilled shell was dissolved into the solution as prepared samples for LIBS measurement. From the perspective of the analysis, we took equally spaced sampling on the seashell surface and did not consider the biological characteristics of seashells. In the second year in a relatively narrow area, two positions had been detected. At each drilling position, the drill-down shell fragment was ground into powders, and then 0.3 g shell powders was taken into 5 ml hydrochloric acid (12 mol l −1 ) to dissolve as 50 ml solution by distilled water dilution. Meanwhile, 100 mg MnCl 2 ·6H 2 O was added into each shell solution to ensure the same internal reference Mn for quantitative comparison reason. In order to obtain better detection, the prepared shell solution was analyzed by LIBS with an assistant process called 'graphite enrichment' [25] . In this process, 0.5 ml solution was placed on a graphite substrate, and dehydrated in an oven at 80°C for 20 min to obtain a homogeneous crystallized film. That film was used for the LIBS detection for the elementary analysis of the shell. The whole preparation process is intented to obtain homogeneous samples and avoid point-to-point variation caused by the matrix effect. Figure 3 shows the typical detection result of shell solution using the graphite enriched LIBS. It was found that the seashell composition Sr and Ca could be well observed, as could the artificially added element Mn. Meanwhile, the strongest intensity was the calcium atomic emission at 422.7 nm since it is the major element of shell. In addition, the graphite substrate was also examined, as shown in figure 3(b) , and no interference was found in the wavelength range of figure 3(a) . So it was proven that the graphite enriched LIBS worked for the shell elementary detection.
Results and discussion
Using the graphite enriched LIBS, in figure 4 the element ratio variation of Ca/Mn and Sr/Mn was shown as a function of sampling positions. In figure 4 , it can be seen that the calcium and strontium varied in different ways. The intensity ratio of Ca (I) 422.7 nm to Mn (I) 403.1 nm performed little change from position to position, and the ratio fluctuated less than 5%. As a comparison, Sr (II) 421.6 nm to Mn (I) 403.1 nm varied dramatically with the position. As described in the sample preparation, the same amount of Mn was added in the samples as a reference for quantitative comparison. The result suggested that the calcium content was relatively constant in the shell. Calcium might be used as the internal reference for shell LIBS analysis, in the aspect of stoichiometry, while the element/Ca in the shell still needs investigation for biological reasons. Since Sr is considered to be related to the shell growth [10] [11] [12] [13] , the element ratio Sr/Ca was examined by graphite enriched LIBS and the result is shown in figure 5(b) . It can be seen that the Sr/Ca intensity ratio was kept at a low level from position 1 to position 5, while the higher ratio value was shown at position 6 and position 7. Compared with the shell image (figure 2), the annual ring emerged between position 5 and the position 6, so it was reasonable to see the Sr/Ca ratio leap when tracking across the position 5 as the result of shell growth development. It can be concluded that Ca was able to be applied for shell analysis as the internal reference in both quantitation and biology. As a comparison, without the internal reference Ca, the LIBS intensity evolution of Sr was examined along the shell growth direction ( figure 5(a) ). It can be seen that the spatial evolution at positions 2, 4 and 5 was different from the variation of Sr/Ca ( figure 5(b) ), while a similar variation was observed with Sr/Ca and Sr/Mn (figure 4). So it was suggested that the internal reference was necessary for the LIBS analysis of shell.
We also evaluated the direct LIBS analysis on the shell using Sr/Ca, as shown in figure 6 . The Sr/Ca variation was found to be similar to the analytial result demonstrated in figure 5 , while a minor difference was found in the first growth year of the shell. As we know, the direct LIBS detection was carried out in the shell surface (figure 6), and in figure 5 it was the depth-averaged result of the drilling position. So the variation difference was probably caused by sampling disparity. It is noticed in figure 6 (a) that the range of intensity ratio under Sr (II) 421.6 nm was different from the ratio under Sr (II) 407.8 nm, but was alike to the result in figure 5(b) . In addition, when using Sr (II) 421.6 nm a high correlation was found between the direct LIBS examination and the graphite-enriched LIBS investigation, as shown in figure 6(b) . Hence, using direct LIBS detection, a representive Sr/Ca evolution could also be tracked for shell analysis, whereas the emission line Sr (II) 421.6 nm was employed.
Conclusions
In this work, LIBS was applied in seashell investigation, and calcium was determined as the internal reference for the element analysis. It was found that, the major element of shell, calcium, was relatively constant in the shell and it could be applied as the internal reference for shell study. That conclusion was also proven by Sr/Ca ratio tracking in the shell growth development. Based on this, direct LIBS detection was evaluated for shell growth analysis by examining the ratio of Sr/Ca. The results suggested that it is feasible to develop LIBS for shell analysis by referencing the element/Ca ratio. In future, LIBS scanning will be carried out to better resolve the Sr/Ca distribution and the evolution of the other elements. 
